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The COVID-19 pandemic has undoubtedly seared 2020 into
our collective memory for decades to come. In a matter
of a few months, we all have learned how to reorganise
our lives and adopt new behaviours to protect ourselves
and our loved ones. Many of us have rediscovered the
central role one place plays in our lives - the home.
While the home has been in the midst of a metamorphosis for
years, the pandemic is now accelerating its transformation.
Brands are searching to find new, meaningful ways to connect
with home-based consumers to recover faster, grow, and futureproof their businesses. This can be challenging. Home is an
intimate retreat wherein consumers are in total control of their
environment and wherein brands need to tread carefully.
At Vizeum, we help some of the leading brands in the
home space, such as IKEA and Sonos, to make the most
of data, media and technology to build innovative and
effective brand communications. In continuity with our
Future of Retail initiative last year, we are proud to release
and share with you our new Future of Home report.
We know that sustainable growth always stems from the
right balance between exploitation – maximising shortterm efficiency – and exploration – innovating for long-term
advances. With that in mind, this new report helps marketers
in the home space to track the most valuable home trends
for their businesses, design relevant customer experiences
today and avoid trailing behind competitors tomorrow.
From environmental expectations to unlimited home
entertainment to at-home shopping and the explosion of
connectivity, we examine how these trends are here to stay
and how they impact brands’ development agendas. We also
analyse how brands investing in personalisation, experience,
communities, and smart commerce will be the best positioned
to build long-lasting connections and win in the home space.
Some of you are already well versed in the home space.
This report will help you explore cutting-edge innovation to
reinforce your position. Most of you have launched diverse
initiatives directly or indirectly connected to the home. This
report will help you to bring them together. Many of you
still see the home as uncharted territory. This report will
give you concrete steps to get started. No matter where
you sit, we believe the Future of Home report will help
your brand make the most of the home opportunity.
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Over the last few months, the COVID-19 pandemic has
massively disrupted the world as we knew it. Every person
has been directly or indirectly affected by the virus or its
consequences on our lives, our relationships, our freedom of
movement and our economies. The extended confinement
periods enacted by most governments across the world
led many of us to take a fresh look at the way we live our
lives, from the importance we give to family, to the healthrelated decisions we make, to the homes wherein we live.
As people reevaluate their homes - not only looking at the
roof under which they sleep, but also the planet where
they live, the neighbourhood where they belong, the goods
they purchase and the technology surrounding them - the
pandemic introduces its set of contradictions and tradeoffs, often acting simultaneously as a catalyst and an
obstacle to pre-existing dynamics and behaviours.
Environmental change is possible, but will it prevail over
short-term challenges? The COVID-19 pandemic has even
further exposed the world to the impact of human activity
on pollution. In early April 2020, as people were confined
in homes, daily global CO2 emissions decreased by 17%
compared to the mean 2019 levels.1 With several studies
observing strong correlations between air quality and the
number of deaths from COVID-19,2 it has never been more
urgent to reconsider our ways of living to limit the impact on
our environment. However, while the prospects of cleaner air
and fauna returning to cities offer hope for environmental
change, it is unclear whether this trend will survive immediate
concerns. In early June 2020, as many countries started
lifting their stay-at-home orders, worldwide CO2 emissions
rebounded to within 5% of mean 2019 levels.3 We have also
seen millions of single-use masks and swabs produced, raising
concerns from conservationists about the long-term impact
of medical waste on the environment, especially on oceans.4

INTRODUCTION
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Global lockdown urges us to rethink how cities operate.
In 2018, the United Nations predicted that by 2030,
there will be 43 megacities across the globe, and that
by 2050, about two-thirds of the global population will
be living in cities.5 Although dense urban development
reportedly leads to less urban energy use overall,6
the pandemic showed that metropolises are also the
places where restrictions on movement are felt most
keenly. The fear of contamination, the realisation that
technology can now fully support remote working, and
the search for a better quality of life have compounded
the existing housing affordability crisis, leading to a
renewed interest in rural and small-town real estate.7
However, with long-term global urbanisation unlikely
to reverse, urban planners now need to factor both
environmental and public health considerations even
deeper in the design of tomorrow’s cityscapes.

6.

Connectivity and technology are both more important
than ever, and at the heart of new concerns and
controversy. Technology has undoubtedly played a
critical role in making confinement more bearable
over time by enabling people to connect with family
and friends, entertain themselves and their kids,
work from home and resupply essential products
without leaving their homes. Technology is also
playing a growing role in reopening countries, with
many governments calling for their citizens to use
mobile tracing apps to help contain the risk of
infection and prevent the need for total lockdowns.
However, the ubiquity and increasing dependency
on technology has raised growing concerns among
populations. When 5G networks adhere to guidelines
from the International Commission on Non-Ionizing
Radiation Protection (the international body
assessing health risks of radio broadcasts), there is
no scientifically substantiated adverse health effect
for people.8 Despite this, many fake stories about 5G
health risks abound online, some even directly linking
5G masts to the COVID-19 outbreak and leading
to the destruction of infrastructure.9 The utilisation
of tracing apps is also subject to controversy, with
privacy watchdogs raising the alarm about the
surveillance risks they pose.10 Additionally, as more
smart devices find a place in the heart of our homes,
many people have mixed feelings about the data we
need to share online in exchange for convenience.
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What is true for our relation to space is also true for
our relation to time. With home becoming a much more
fluid space and the lines between work, family and social
life becoming increasingly blurred, such strategies as
timeboxing the day to maintain a healthy work/life balance
or converting commuting time into exercise/self-care
moments are crucial for our physical and mental wellbeing.
This Future of Home report examines some of the key
trends at play in the home sphere and serves as a guide for
marketers eager to make the most of the home opportunity.
We will start by exploring five fundamental dimensions of the
home revolution before delving into how this new landscape
will impact commerce, and what it means for brands.

WELCOME TO
THE FUTURE
OF HOME.

Personal space and time are being redefined. As the
safe space to wait out the crisis, the home has become
increasingly central to personal identity. Research
conducted by IKEA in 201911 revealed that, although
70% of respondents saw privacy as important to
enable personal growth, 23% were concerned about
not getting enough privacy at home and 27% said the
need to take care of others was the biggest barrier
to achieving privacy in their home. Today, as kitchens
have been turned into offices and living rooms into
classrooms, many of us are learning to be comfortable
with letting colleagues, bosses and teachers virtually
into our homes, daily. We can reasonably assume the
frustration around the lack of privacy expressed in
the survey has sharply increased.Therefore, rethinking
spaces to create an environment where in every member
of the household can thrive becomes paramount.

INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
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PART 1
UNDERSTANDING
THE HOME
REVOLUTION

Over the last decades, many facets of our lives have been
transformed. Office cultures have relaxed, mobility options have
exploded, career paths have become less linear, and digital have
permeated most of our communications and social interactions.
In contrast, the essence of our homes has been fairly stable over
time. Home is still a family-oriented cocoon to rest from our
outside world busy lives.
But home is now in the midst of a metamorphosis.
In this paper, we identify five key dynamics fuelling this home
revolution. First is the rise of the home for good, as homes are
increasingly designed to mirror our thirst for sustainability and
wellbeing. Next, we discuss the transformation of our home into a
playground powered by hardware and software that lets us delve
into unlimited entertainment on demand. This reconfiguration
of indoor space as playground, office, school, gym or something
else is representative of the polymorphic homes we are living
in today. We also discuss how technology is turning our home
into a smart hub, wherein connected devices bring new levels
of convenience but also trigger legitimate concerns around
privacy. Finally, we explore how home is a place for new
connections, with socialisation shifting to new indoor spaces.
While all these dynamics have definitely been amplified by
the on and off confinement we are currently experiencing
across the world, they are long-term structural trends that
were already at work before the COVID-19 outbreak, and that
we don’t expect to stop or slow when the pandemic ends.

PART 1 - UNDERSTANDING THE HOME REVOLUTION
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When thinking of Homes for Good, the obvious first
aspect to consider is the way our homes are built.
According to the International Energy Agency, the
residential sector accounts for 20% of final energy
consumption.13 Cement production alone reportedly
accounts for eight percent of global CO2 emissions
each year.14 With growing urbanisation forecast
over the next decade, city officials and architects
are under pressure to make biodiversity a central
supporting element for the wellbeing of city dwellers.
We also see increasing initiatives around how communal
spaces are managed in high density residential
areas, starting with making the most of existing
infrastructure. In Paris, 95% of the venues selected for
use during the 2024 Summer Games already exist or
will be temporary.15 Paris is also actively repurposing
its available underground space and rooftops into
urban farms16 offering Parisians fresh produce with
a low carbon footprint. Other initiatives centre
around how we share inside spaces in tightly packed
residential areas to nurture relationships. In Chengdu,

11.

NEIGHBOURHOODS GO GREEN

HOMES
FOR GOOD
The Homes for Good revolution is afoot. Homes for
Good means looking beyond the utility and monetary
value of the goods we purchase to also consider the
cumulative impact of our consumption decisions on
our communities, our personal health, our wellbeing,
and our environment. This broader examination of
lifestyles extends from the cities in which we reside
to how our homes function, to the means by which
products are delivered to us. It breaks with the view
that negative externalities such as pollution are
unavoidable evils of prosperity, and explores ways to
embed goodness by design in our daily lives while
supporting economic growth. For instance, in 2019
the New Zealand government introduced its first
wellbeing budget12 which recognises that the success
of the nation cannot be solely captured by short-term
GDP variation, and needs to include the long-term
impact of social and environmental policies as well.
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China, the architects of the Youkong Living Room
have reimagined shared spaces in buildings as buffer
zones between urban spaces and homes,17 where
residents can form a sense of community through
social activities they wouldn’t be able to enjoy in their
smaller apartment units. As one of the consequences
of global lockdown has been greater social isolation
for certain groups, we believe similar initiatives will
be replicated in many cities on the long term.
Narrowing our focus to individual homes, we see
consumers paying special attention to brands and
products that improve physical and mental wellness
inside their household. While this behaviour is not
new, we expect it to accelerate as a consequence
of the pandemic, with people being more aware of
sanitation guidelines, and more attentive to the direct
relationship between their environment and their health.
Yet, this increased scrutiny of products doesn’t stop
at health considerations; it extends to entire product
lifecycles. For many consumers, wellness is not
complete without knowing that their consumption is
not damaging the environment. Upcycling by design
- the act of turning waste or abandoned products
into new products of environmental value - is rapidly
gaining traction. And for many people, a singular focus
on sustainability is no longer enough to tackle climate
change. They want to fill their homes with products that
do not have a burdensome effect on the planet or the
surrounding community and they expect brands to be
climate positive by offsetting the emissions they create.

As consumers become increasingly conscious of how
the products they bring into their homes are produced,
transported, packaged and recycled, we expect they will
choose brands and products that do good by design.
To stay relevant on the long term, brands will have
to earn their places in our eco-conscious spaces by
demonstrating their values alongside their value.

It is not necessary to look 30 years in
the future to find examples of cities
embracing greener ways of life. The
transformation is already at work,
neighbourhood after neighbourhood.
Milan’s Vertical Forest apartment block
introduces a new architectural format
aimed to bring more biodiversity within
urbanised areas. The first prototype
building in the Porta Nuova district shelters
an amount of vegetation equivalent to
30,000 square metres, concentrated on
3,000 square metres of urban surface.18
Image Source

CLIMATE POSITIVE AS THE NEW STANDARD
Recognising that all the products we
manufacture have a carbon footprint,
some companies offset the emissions
generated by their entire operations
- from the raw materials used in their
products to the carbons employees
emit on their commute to work - by
investing in climate-positive initiatives.
Icebug, a Swedish outdoors footwear
manufacturer, offset their CO2 emissions
through the UN initiative Climate
Neutral NOW programme. The company
documents its journey on its website
to inspire others to follow its lead.22
Image Source

HOMES FOR GOOD

HOMES FOR GOOD
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HOME AS A
PLAYGROUND

DESIGNED FOR WELLNESS
Although consumers are actively seeking
products and services that safeguard them
from germs and pollutants, it doesn’t mean
they must sacrifice their homes’ personalities
to mimic sterile hospital environments.

As a result of the social distancing measures made
necessary by the COVID-19 pandemic, most of the
outside entertainment opportunities we were used
to, such as cinemas, concerts and sports games,
have been cancelled. Consequently, people are
looking for entertainment options inside their homes.
Fortunately, the new home playground powered
by hardware and software has not relegated us to
downgraded experiences – quite the opposite.

The GUNRID curtains developed by IKEA are
treated with a photo catalyst coating that uses
energy from natural light to transform polluted
indoor air to clean air.19 Through this nonintrusive technology using an item commonly
found in houses and apartments, IKEA shows
the way forward to improve physical health
at home without compromising on comfort.
Image Source

MAXIMISING VALUE, MINIMISING IMPACT
In the U.S. alone, more than one-third of all
available food goes uneaten through loss
or waste.20 However, an increasing number
of companies now see new opportunities
to turn industrial waste into new resources.
William Grant & Sons is one such company.
In the UK, the distiller launched the
Discarded line of spirits. Its unique rum is
created by combining previously wasted
finishing rum used in the whisky barrel
maturation process and banana peel.21
Image Source

HOMES FOR GOOD

Hardware has traditionally been at the heart of the home
experience. Over the last few years, home devices took
a giant leap in terms of sophistication (new soundbars
like Sonos’ Arc are dynamically tuned to the unique
acoustics of rooms23) and democratisation (more than
100 million 4K TVs are estimated to have been sold
in 201924). But today, technology can do much more
than recreating the cinema at home, with the most
immersive experiences now starting in the living room.
Both Sony’s and Microsoft’s next generation consoles,
equipped with enhanced specs to render increasingly
photorealistic and richer worlds, are expected for the
2020 holiday season.25 Virtual reality (VR) headset
shipments are set to more than quintuple in the next
four years,26 and the technology is gaining traction
well beyond its roots in gaming. For instance, in 2019,
rugby fans could already enjoy spectacular 360-degree
video highlights of the World Cup games.27

Yet, the real revolution is happening on the software
side, deeply transforming the way we consume culture.
The nearly unlimited access to content offered by video
streaming platforms has created new on-demand cultural
moments, as illustrated by Netflix’s already iconic Tiger
King series. While the recent lockdown seems to have
cemented video streaming as a turning point in media
consumption, things get even more interesting as
streaming’s rise in power collides with another steadily
growing trend, gaming.

The $159 billion a year industry28 is now looking into
cloud computing to fuel its growth, with Google betting
big on its Stadia platform. The gaming sector also
keeps reimagining how people can make the most of
its virtual worlds. For instance, Fortnite’s popular Battle
Royale game is now hosting live concerts of artists such
as Marshmello and Travis Scott. By venturing beyond
its original genre, Fortnite has attracted millions of
participants looking for new kinds of shared cultural
moments.29 Beyond playing, we also observe that
consumer curiosity for personal development in the
home environment has become an enduring trend,
with professional training available on demand.

Consumers’ in-home access to experiences has
increased exponentially over the last years. While
media is the heart of these new immersive moments,
advertising sits at the fringes. Many of the ecosystems
supporting these experiences were not originally
designed to embed advertising, and their business
models (e.g., subscriptions, micro transactions,
games sales) do not rely on advertising to thrive.
This creates a dual challenge for brands. First, to
find their place in these environments, they need
to develop innovative content-led integrations that
add value to platforms without alienating users.
Second, as these experiences do not exist in a
vacuum, consumers’ expectations do not disappear
once they sign out. This increases pressures on
brands to elevate their overall marketing effort
through a renewed focus on interactivity and
experience if they are to build lasting connections.

HOME AS A PLAYGROUND
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VR BRINGS MUSIC LOVERS
TO THE FRONT ROW
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CONTENT PRODUCERS REIMAGINE
PRODUCT PLACEMENT

Access to live cultural performances can be
challenging. Demand for live experiences
often outstrips supply, leading to expensive
tickets that sell out in seconds. Additionally,
people who don’t live in a handful of
global cities are unlikely to see the biggest
bands ever gigging nearby them.

In 2019, the top 15 U.S. media and
entertainment companies reportedly spent
more than $120 billion on original content.35
In the midst of this streaming war, content
producers are looking for ways to make their
investment profitable. Retroactive digital
product placement can open new revenue
streams for producers, while enabling
brands to naturally fit in their content.

MelodyVR uses virtual reality technology
to transport people to the biggest shows
across the world without ever leaving their
sofa. Fans can choose different places across
the venue to enjoy the show the way they
prefer: on stage, at the front row or deep in
the crowd.30 The platform recently announced
it has been named the exclusive music
partner of O2’s brand new 5G network.31

Mirriad’s technology uses artificial intelligence
to find the most effective ad placements
in footage. This inventory is then made
available for brands to buy. For instance,
T-Mobile used Mirriad’s placements to engage
U.S. Hispanics by running a campaign in
La Piloto II, a popular crime drama.35

Image Source
Image Source

SHARED LIVE EXPERIENCES BRING
ENTERTAINMENT AND COMMERCE TOGETHER

With stay-at-home orders, partygoers
have been craving new ways to enjoy
live music. Similarly, liquor brands
have been looking for solutions to
compensate their falling offline sales.
As a response, the Chinese e-tail giant
JD.com created a series of weekly
live-streamed shows during which
consumers can order products from
brands such as Budweiser or Pernod
Ricard in one click, boosting sales up
to eight times according to JD.com.32

GAMING BREAKS CODES
For a while, gaming and luxury were not a
natural association for many brands. But can
brands really ignore cultural sensations such
as League of Legends, a game that drew
more than 44 million concurrent viewers
for the 2019 World Championship final?33
For Louis Vuitton, the answer is no.
In League of Legends, players can
personalise their gaming experience by
acquiring ‘skins’ (i.e., outfits) for their
characters. And what could be better than
a skin designed by a leading fashion house?
Louis Vuitton designed several in-game
skins, which were followed by real-world
capsule collections inspired by the game.34
Image Source

Image Source

HOME AS A PLAYGROUND

HOME AS A PLAYGROUND
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HOME AS A
POLYMORH
Home is much more than an entertainment hub. It
has become a polymorphic space where we work,
dine, play, get healthy and replicate outside world
experiences. Pandemic confinement accelerated this
pre-existing trend, and the home is now under pressure
to become the primary – and for many, the only – venue
for life’s various activities: work, learning, downtime,
shopping, fitness, dining, rest, childcare, socialising,
creativity, romance, and cultural nourishment. With
the constant need for economical accommodation,
particularly in cities, the home has to multitask and
be more efficient with space than ever before.

Working from home is not a new phenomenon. In 2019,
about 27 million Americans37 and 13 million Europeans38
were already working remotely. However, the mass workfrom-home experiment due to stay-at-home orders is
making it a reality for millions more for the first time,
and many companies have been forced to adapt to agile
working almost overnight. What does this mean for the
future of work? As cloud computing and collaboration
tools such as Microsoft Teams have enabled many
of us to work from home fairly seamlessly, the needs
to occupy large costly office space in city centres
and business travel are likely to come under scrutiny.
After working from home for months, employees will
expect flexible working arrangements with the option
to work from home and minimise commuting.
Home is also a place to pamper, and we expect beauty
and care services performed at home to become a
fast-growing category. With the rise of platform-based
services such as blow LTD and Urban, there is no need
to leave home for a haircut, a massage or a manicure.
Beauty specialists will come directly to you. While such
companies have not reached mass market levels yet,
their platform models enable them to better understand
their clients’ individual wellness needs over time.
Consequently, they will probably gain a competitive
edge over independent or single-service salons to
provide personalised beauty services to consumers.

In other cases, we also see that home is a place
to educate, nurture and grow as home schooling
and online classes take on new significance
in our daily lives during lockdown.
Physical health is the most oft-quoted driver of
people’s sense of health and wellbeing,39 and the
home is increasingly turning into a place to exercise
and heal. Peloton, the fitness company offering gym
hardware and online workout classes, more than tripled
its number of subscribers over the last two years.40
The integration of live streaming and social elements
has led to rapid developments in replicating the gym
experience in the home, from yoga instructors moving
their classes online to Joe Wicks, a YouTube fitness
instructor dubbed UK’s Physical Education Teacher for
leading daily classes for kids to stay in shape at home.41
We anticipate technology will play an increasingly
important role in supporting healthcare systems.
For instance, medical teleconsultations could
help populations with limited mobility such as
senior citizens or populations that live in medical
deserts to talk more regularly with healthcare
professionals from the comfort of their homes.

Yet, this increased scrutiny of products doesn’t stop at health
considerations; it extends to entire product lifecycles. For many
consumers, wellness is not complete without knowing that their
consumption is not damaging the environment. Upcycling by
design - the act of turning waste or abandoned products into
new products of environmental value - is rapidly gaining traction.
And for many people, a singular focus on sustainability is no
longer enough to tackle climate change. They want to fill their
homes with products that do not have a burdensome effect on
the planet or the surrounding community and they expect brands
to be climate positive by offsetting the emissions they create.

The role of home is expanding as we bring in more activities. The
objects and services brands will offer will need to deliver agility, multifunctionality and personalisation to provide lasting value. Brands that
recognise this polymorphic nature of homes and design smart solutions
to make the most of indoor spaces are likely to perform better in the
years to come.

People are also keen to have proper dining
experiences at home. The worldwide popularity of
food delivery services is skyrocketing as illustrated
by the market capitalisation of the leader in this
space, China’s Meituan Dianping, recently passing
the $100B milestone.42 In a slightly dystopian way,
consumers can now get home delivered meals from
restaurants where they will never be able to dine in
person (a.k.a. ghost kitchens) or from menus they will
never find in actual restaurants (a.k.a. virtual brands).
Additionally, with the growing interest in cooking,
platforms such as Gousto use artificial intelligence to
propose bespoke recipe recommendations43 for which
users can order only the necessary ingredients.

HOME AS A POLYMORH

HOME AS A POLYMORH
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PROFESSIONAL BEAUTY
ENTERS HOMES
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WELLNESS IS THE NEW DESIGN STANDARD

With technological progress and
miniaturisation, consumers have
increasing access to personalised
beauty care at home that
comes close to the quality they
would enjoy in beauty salons.
P&G Ventures, the startup studio
within Procter & Gamble, has
incubated the development of
the OpteTM Precision Skincare
System. The Opte Wand uses
a digital camera to scan skin
imperfections and an algorithm
analyses them in real time. The
right amount of serum is then
applied precisely to each spot.44
Image Source

NO COMMUTE, NO EXCUSES

According to the Dentsu Aegis Network
Digital Society Index Survey 2020, on
average 63% of respondents across the
world agree they will expect products
and services to be designed in a way
that enhances their health and wellbeing
in the next five to ten years.46
As consumers increasingly look for ways
to manage their health at home yet don’t
necessarily have access to a backyard to
exercise, brands are innovating ways to
integrate training routines in tiny spaces.

Dentsu Aegis Network Digital Society Index 2020

Mirror is an interactive display for fitness.
It enables users to access live and ondemand classes, personalised training
programmes and performance tracking
options to stay motivated at home.45
Image Source

HOME AS A POLYMORH

HOME AS A POLYMORH
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THE FUTURE OF COOKING IS CONVENIENT
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HOME AS A
SMART HUB
Although the Internet of Things (IoT) was until recently
more of a concept discussed by IT professionals
than a tangible reality in people’s daily lives, now
connected objects are everywhere around us. From
TVs, lightbulbs, thermostats, doorbells, and cameras,
the list of available smart devices continues to grow
as manufacturers drive hardware prices down, turning
homes into true smart hubs. By 2023, the consumer
segment is anticipated to represent nearly three
quarters (74%) of total devices and connections, and
connected home applications are forecast to represent
the largest share (48%) of Machine-to-Machine
connections.48 We believe this exponential growth will
create new attitudes and behaviours in the home.

As objects become smarter, more objects are embedding
voice capabilities and voice technology is rapidly
maturing. Previously, voice has been more informational
and functional. Even when used in commerce journeys,
it was primarily used for checking product stock,
product education or promotional launches. We now
see voice becoming a more viable and seamless
transactional method, especially in markets like China.
As conversations will progressively change the way
we shop, brands need to evolve their content to adapt
to these new voice-led interactions. Finding the right
brand tone of voice has never been more literal.

Not everyone is willing to learn
professional chef level skills or has
the time to create healthy meals from
start to finish. As we continue to
work remotely, we are likely to need
faster, healthier and more sustainable
solutions at home. A new generation of
smart devices is helping us reach new
levels of hassle-free home dining.

It would be a mistake to relegate voice assistants
to just another channel to exploit. Rather, it is the
first manifestation of two larger trends at play: the
transition towards more natural interfaces and the
rise of ambient computing. Natural User Interfaces
(NUIs) can be used intuitively through recognition of
natural signals such as gestures, vision, speech, touch
or cognition. They easily fit into ambient computing
- a term coined by Googlex49 - wherein devices and
technology, orchestrated by artificial intelligence, fade
into the background as they help users throughout their
day. Ambient computing doesn’t imply a diminution
of hardware, but is based on a more distributed,
modular and discrete approach to computing. Brands
that fail to embrace this expanded landscape and

CookingPal’s Julia is a smart multifunctional cooking appliance that removes
much of the menial tasks of cooking such
as chopping or kneading. Julia can be
controlled either by voice, an app or a
dedicated tablet which lets users keep an
eye on their cooking, get recipe inspiration
by snapping a picture of an ingredient
or purchase new ingredients online.47
Image Source

HOME AS A POLYMORH
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instead focus their efforts on a single device could see
their presence reduced to a single node of a broader
system. One way brands can prepare themselves today
is by exploring headless architecture to make their
content more fluid for existing and future interfaces.
The growing presence of sensors, cameras and
microphones connected to the internet inside homes
poses the question of security and privacy. Eightyseven per cent of people believe privacy is a right, not a
privilege, and two-thirds have little or no understanding
of how companies use their personal data.50 However,
we have seen that user behaviours don’t necessarily
align with their pro-privacy stance and concerns
over data. Less than one out of four users declares
s/he always reads privacy policies,51 less than two
out of ten report having changed the administrative
password of their router, and only three out of ten
report having checked what devices are connected to
their Wi-Fi networks.52 This paradox means that brands
venturing into the connected home space will have
to balance convenience, privacy and security in their
product and service design if they are to succeed.

As smart devices move from novelty to ubiquity,
the home will become a platform itself. The data
generated by our daily habits will be monitored by
algorithms to optimise our environment and automate
our routines. Brands that do not manufacture smart
devices themselves can still find their places in this
smart hub through services designed to take advantage
of in-home technology. On the short term, this will
be mainly through the means of virtual assistants.
The use of voice is expanding to include input for
home control, entertainment, and shopping. Brands
that actively test voice strategies today will be
better prepared to serve consumers in tomorrow’s
homes. They must do this while also cultivating
strong privacy practices across their organisations to
maintain consumers’ trust - a requisite condition to
be part of their most intimate space, their home.
HOME AS A SMART HUB
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VOICE BECOMES A VIABLE
COMMERCE OPTION

COMPUTERS IN ALL SIZES AND SHAPES

Voice assistant technology has come a
long way since the “What is the weather
like today?” question used to introduce
Siri in 2011, and now represents a viable
channel for smart home control and
commerce.

As homes become more connected, we
anticipate smart devices to be much more
varied in form than what we have known until
now.
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Samsung already has a strong presence in
the smart home market, offering various
connected sensors, outlets, and cameras
through its SmartThings product line.56
In 2020, the company shared a glimpse
of its vision for personal home robots by
introducing Ballie,57 a personalised ball-shaped
companion. Roaming across the home, Ballie
can interact with people and other connected
devices to actively help with daily home tasks.

Tmall Genie, Alibaba’s virtual assistant,
has already been connected to 235 million
home appliances such as lightbulbs and air
purifiers. On Singles’ Day 2019, more than
a million orders were placed and paid via
Tmall Genie’s voice-shopping feature.53
Image Source

Image Source

MAKING VOICE INTERACTIONS
MORE INCLUSIVE

MIND CONTROL IS
THE ULTIMATE STEP

Because of their names, their default voices,
and their submissiveness in the face of
abuse, voice assistants have been accused of
reinforcing gender bias against women.54
Assigning a female or male gender to
technology can also exclude people who
don’t recognise themselves in this binary
choice.
As a response, Virtue, Vice Media’s creative
agency, has spearheaded the development
of Q, the first genderless voice, which uses
a 145Hz frequency.55 The company now
advocates for tech giants to implement Q as
a third voice option for their assistants.

As ways of interacting with technology
become more natural, mind control seems
to be the final frontier. Although the concept
may appear implausible for some, recent
developments foreshadow real-world
applications.
At CES 2020, BrainCo presented the Dexus
Prosthetic Hand.58 This AI-powered hand uses
electric signals coming from the brain and
transmitted though the muscles to perform
intended movements. This innovation sparks
high hopes for the autonomy of disabled
people, and prefigures how all of us could
interact with technology in the future.
Image Source

Image Source
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INTERACTIVITY REACHES NEW LEVELS
THROUGH LIVESTREAMING

As new technology enters the home and makes
interactions more lively, an increasing number of our
day-to-day activities at home are becoming socialised.
There has been a boom in home video communication
devices designed to make it easier for people to
connect with their friends and families. For instance,
devices like Facebook Portal enable people to enjoy
hands-free communications while they are going about
their daily routines, without losing visual contact.

quickly as they appear - to make the most of these
viral opportunities at the relevant time. For example,
Vietnam’s National Institute of Occupational and
Environmental Health recently collaborated with a local
artist to adapt the lyrics of a local pop hit so that it
would encourage young audiences to wash their hands
during the pandemic. The institute then asked another
artist to choregraph a viral dance, which immediately
took off and started the global #GhenCoVyChallenge.61

Although technology is progressively turning all of
us into streamers, albeit to audiences of one or a
few, connections at home are go beyond one-on-one
socialising. Gaming, in particular, presents people an
opportunity to connect with ever growing communities
where livestreaming platforms enable players to watch
others play and meet like-minded individuals. In April
2020, almost 1.5 billion hours were spent watching
gaming content on Amazon Twitch, the industry
leader, representing a 98% growth year-over-year.59
Interestingly, as these platforms become more popular,
they open up to new content. The number of hours
watched on Twitch’s Just Chatting channel - which is
not dedicated to gaming discussions - grew by 138%
in the same period.60 As livestreaming audiences grow
and diversify, opportunities for brands to reach them
develop, either through content or advertising.

While technology enables us to chat with people on the
other side of the world, immediate proximity remains
essential. With the ongoing pandemic, people have
looked increasingly to their local communities and
neighbourhoods to stay informed and give a helping
hand. Much of this has been driven by technology,
with the formation of tribes on messaging platforms
or the use of social networks with a local focus. For
instance, Nextdoor is a private social network for
which users cannot sign up without a code sent to
their home address or a cell phone using the same
billing address as the one used to register.62 The
process guarantees that members are real residents
of neighbourhoods, making the groups more private
and useful. We predict hyperlocal behaviour will stick
post-pandemic, especially as people grow increasingly
concerned about the carbon footprint of their daily
activities. It will be down to brands and tech platforms
to capitalise on engaging people at a hyperlocal level.

Social media is still the reigning champion of social
interactions online. In 2013, the Harlem Shake took the
world by storm, followed shortly by the Ice Bucket
Challenge in 2014. Since then, fun and quirky challenges
have seen massive uptake with the rise of platforms
such as TikTok, and are now the new favourite pastime
of the next generation. Brands and public bodies need
to keep an eye on these ephemeral challenges - often
popping up out of nowhere and being replaced as
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With further connections playing out in homes, our
digital socialising will be as diverse as we are: fun,
precious, vulnerable, or exciting. For brands to be
accepted and thrive, they need to understand groups’
dynamics, local communities’ specific contexts, and
individuals’ emotional state so they can adopt the
right tone and add value to the conversations.

Livestreaming platforms can represent solid
options for brands aiming to reach younger
audiences that may not be accessible through
traditional medias such as linear TV.
For the launch of its new electric racing
car, Porsche created a live role-playing
game on Twitch. The collective decisions
of the audience dictated the actions of the
characters, played by the actual Porsche
racing team drivers, with the aim of ultimately
revealing the new Porsche 99X Electric. The
game lasted for four hours, and almost one
million viewers were involved virtually and
live.63
Image Source

BRANDS EMBRACE THE
TIKTOK CULTURE
As people flock to TikTok, so do brands.
However, brands cannot just replicate the
campaigns they run across other social
platforms. They need to adopt the specific
codes of TikTok to be relevant and succeed.
Burberry was amongst the first luxury
companies to launch a campaign on TikTok
and Douyin (the version of TikTok aimed at
the Chinese market). The brand launched the
TB challenge, inviting users to recreate the
new Thomas Burberry Monogram motif with
their hands in order to unlock a new lense.
The challenge generated more than a billion
views.64
Image Source
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PROVIDING VALUE AT THE
HYPERLOCAL LEVEL
The pandemic crisis has fostered a
heightened sense of community with
residents coming together to help their
vulnerable neighbours – and some brands
have offered their support.
In the U.S., Walmart partnered with
Nextdoor to launch the Neighbors Helping
Neighbors programme, building upon the
Groups feature available on the platform.
The programme enables Nextdoor users to
ask their neighbours for grocery shopping
assistance at their local Walmart.65
Image Source

THE RISE OF SELF-CARE
THOUGH SOCIAL
Mental health and self-care are playing
out on social platforms where people are
growing more comfortable about showing
their vulnerabilities on public platforms.
To mark World Mental Health Day, Topshop/
Topman and the Campaign Against Living
Miserably (CALM) charity launched the Care
Sewn In capsule collection. Each garment
of the collection featured an oversized
care label on the exterior. Instead of the
traditional garment care instructions, the
label displayed self-care messaging, CALM’s
helpline and the #letwhatsinsideout hashtag
to encourage discussion on social platforms.66

Image Source
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WHAT BRANDS
CAN DO TODAY
As we have seen, the home is in the midst of a profound
evolution generating many opportunities for brands
to build more sustainable, personalised and immersive
consumer experiences in the future. Yet, not every
organisation has an unlimited R&D budget, can make
their business operations go green overnight, or has
the maturity and culture in place to venture into highly
innovative spaces. This does not mean they cannot seize
the home opportunity. There are many actions brands
can undertake today. While brands need to identify
what makes the most sense for them, we encourage
them to explore the three following considerations to
start or accelerate their move in the home space.

INNOVATION EMERGES FROM COLLABORATION.
Consumers increasingly want and expect sustainable,
multi-functional products and services. While marketers
cannot meet these expectations on their own, their
deep knowledge of customers gives them a unique
opportunity to promote a collaborative innovation
agenda both internally and with their partners.
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ATTENTION IS THE FIRST STEP TO
IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCES.
Attention is an increasingly scarce resource, yet
the first component for building compelling user
experiences. As the volume of content explodes,
brands must pay constantly evaluate their capacity
to deliver personalised communications, to adapt
to various contexts, and to make the most of
online platforms if they want to stand out.
•

•

Connect with key functions across the organisation
to recognise the pressure for change, align on
a vision for Home and build a roadmap where
pragmatic and measurable considerations
prevail over grandiose aspirations.
•

•

•

Get an accurate view of all the non-marketing
operations that come under increased consumer
scrutiny and can affect public perceptions
of your brand (e.g., manufacturing, working
conditions, environmental footprint).
Facilitate the internal sharing of information to
identify new growth opportunities. For instance,
data from analytics, search, social and commerce
platforms can reveal subtle changing patterns in
consumer demand and sentiment that can help the
product development team diversify the product
portfolio in the context of emerging needs.

WHAT BRANDS CAN DO TODAY

•

Invest in personalisation at scale. With more
digitised channels, more available data signals
and more sophisticated technology, look for
viable solutions for delivering personalised,
relevant creatives to individuals, at scale.
Although you cannot design experiences
for interfaces that do not yet exist, you can
structure your operations today to make the
most of them tomorrow. Solutions such as
headless architecture decouple how content is
presented across touchpoints from the backend infrastructure, and lay the groundwork
to support new interfaces in the future.
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TRUST IS THE KEY TO HOMES.
Home is an intimate space where privacy matters,
and meaningful home experiences are based on
personal data. Brands must earn their customers’ trust
through responsible management of personal data.
This is a long-term endeavour that should underpin
every action brands take today and tomorrow.
•

Audit how customer data is currently collected,
processed, and protected across the entire
organisation – not just the marketing department.

•

Understand how your customers’ attitudes
and behaviours span across the privacy
spectrum. Factor this insight in product
design and communications, and revise it
regularly, as attitudes will change over time.

•

Trust is additive. Ensure your privacy policies
are communicated in clear, concise language,
and regularly educate your customers and
employees about your privacy practices. In
the case of a data breach, you will be better
positioned to regain your customers’ trust.

Analyse and optimise your presence across
search engines, social platforms, super
apps, virtual assistants and other platformbased aggregators. Their influence reflects
their growing role as digital gateways.

WHAT BRANDS CAN DO TODAY
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PART 2
THE NEW
COMMERCE
FRONTIER AT
HOME

E-commerce, M-commerce, T-commerce, Social commerce…
as technology and consumer shopping behaviours evolve, the
commerce frontier advances. Today, with consumers spending
more time in increasingly connected indoor environments,
the home attracts a renewed focus from brands.
Home is the new commerce frontier.
In the next pages, we discuss three trends at play in this
evolution of commerce. We start with the emergence of
life as subscription, where convenience, software culture,
affordability, environmental concerns and thirst for variety
intersect and create new opportunities for marketers. Next,
we discuss the surge of smart commerce, which turns
every room across the home into a point of sale. Finally, we
explore the rise of a new breed of home influencers, who
use social, livestreaming and customer messaging platforms
to connect with audiences at mass-level and one-on-one.
As for the trends covered previously in this report, while
stay-at-home policies have indirectly reinforced the
importance of home in commerce journeys, we expect all
these dynamics to keep growing on the long term.
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We also see how data sophistication is leading to
innovation in the subscription model. For instance, some
fashion enterprises remove the stress of the in-store
fitting experience by letting customers receive a variety
of products and choose which bits they like before
sending back everything else. Through algorithmic
curation, data from past product interactions can be used
to refine the products featured in the next shipment. This
increased personalisation improves the relevance of the
selection, reducing waste and countering the anxiety
that can result from too many options. In the backend,
brands are learning to adapt their supply chains to cater
to this new way of processing shipments and returns,
and adopt the right commercial terms to be regularly
featured in the recommendations of such services.
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SOFTWARE EXTENDS CAR CAPABILITIES

LIFE AS A
SUBSCRIPTION
For a long time, only wine and spirits makers could
credibly claim that the older their products get, the
better they become. However, the emergence of
technology and software updates has created a new
model: the perpetual product upgrade. Today, Apple
WWDC and Google I/O annual conferences resonate far
beyond their original audience of developers and have
turned into true cultural tentpoles. As firmware evolve,
connected devices can and are increasingly expected
to improve over the course of their lifecycles. Updates
present multiple benefits for users. They provide new
features and enhanced security without requiring a
new device. They also increase the perceived value
of products that consumers have already purchased;
rather than depreciating, devices actually get better
over time. Yet, this approach has limits when brands
stop supporting older models, and it can even drive
consumer backlash, for instance, when brands brick
devices through updates (i.e., making them unusable).
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As technology creates more opportunities to buy
from home, retail spaces need to reinvent themselves
to focus on experiences and to shift their focus from
single purchases to longer term subscriptions. Brands
invested in brick & mortar spaces have a unique
opportunity to reallocate their square footage and
move from purely logistics considerations, such as
storing stock, to new approaches to entice customers,
such as real-world product tests, specific classes for
advanced users, community events or art installations.

Economics, technology and climate change are
reshaping peoples’ expectations about ownership.
Consumers want affordable products and services,
personalised to them, minimising waste, improving
over the course of the product lifetime, and easily
accessible at their doorsteps. When they venture
outside their homes, consumers expect retail spaces to
offer more than what they could order online in their
living rooms. In order to future-proof their businesses,
brands need to rethink and adapt their offerings
to address this changing nature of ownership.

With the amount of technology
embedded in today’s cars, software
quality and updates could soon become
as important as design and engine
efficiency for consumers considering
the purchase of a new vehicle.
Tesla makes updating one’s car as easy as
updating a smartphone. The manufacturer
regularly releases free software updates
that make its cars better over time71
such as backup camera improvements or
voice commands. It also proposes paying
upgrades for more advanced options such
as Full Self-Driving Capability.72 These
regular improvements keep the driving
experience fresh for Tesla owners.
Image Source

AN ALWAYS FRESH WARDROBE
As the reusable mindset is gaining
ground over the disposable
mindset, Clothing as a Service has
boomed over the last few years.
Nuuly is a clothing rental subscription
service. Each month, subscribers
can rent six items from brands such
as Anthopologie without worrying
about stains or tears (laundry and
dry cleaning are included in the plan).
At the end of each month, they can
purchase the items they love and
return the others before making a new
selection for the following month.73
Image Source
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SMART
COMMERCE

BRANDS COMBINE THEIR EXPERIENCES
We see brands coming together to offer
complementary home services, with the
promise that the whole is greater than
the sum of its parts. This approach is
particularly interesting for products in a
low consideration category (e.g., functional
products), as they can borrow the advocacy
of higher consideration categories.

Although people were buying from home before the
internet emerged - placing orders via mail or over the
phone - the increasing convenience of online transactions
has drastically Improved the at-home shopping
experience. As the IoT is moving from gimmicky
applications in the homes of early adopters to useful
services in the homes of the majority, we anticipate
shopping from home to grow significantly in the future,
making the home the ultimate shopping destination
for consumers and the final frontier for brands.

Tipi is a rental homes company with a strong
focus on customer service. The Tipi benefits
encompass 24-hour concierge, on-site gym,
social events and spaces included utilities,
flexible tenancies and more. To design
the apartments in the Alameda building,
Tipi partnered with trusted brands such
as John Lewis & Partners for furniture and
Samsung for built-in appliances, and uses
these partnerships as selling points.74
Image Source

STORES AS COMMUNITY
HUBS
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For retail spaces to keep their attractivity
as regular shopping destinations,
they need to become more than
purely transactional spaces.
In July 2020, Nike introduced in
Guangzhou its newest store concept:
Nike Rise. Sitting at the intersection
of sports and digital, the store aims
to unite local communities through
sports. For instance, it offers in-store
workshops with local athletes and
influencers, opportunities for members
to easily join local basketball games,
and a personalisation bar showcasing
Guangzhou’s sports culture. It also features
Nike’s latest digital services, such as
augmented reality technology to scan
feet and find the best fit for footwear.75

As home delivery and product return options expand,
the pressure increases on brands to become more costefficient in order to stay profitable. They are also more
challenged by consumers to limit the environmental
impacts of their business operations, such as congestion,
air pollution, or package waste. We see interesting
initiatives in these spaces. In the United States, after
a successful regional launch, Loopstore has expanded
its service to all the contiguous states in 2020.76 The
company lets consumers order products from their
favourite brands in reusable packages that can then
be picked up at the next delivery. Amazon is exploring
alternative delivery routes and has patented both an
“airborne fulfilment centre utilising unmanned aerial
vehicles for item delivery”77 (i.e., a flying warehouse
for drones), and “dedicated network delivery systems”
using “subterranean or aboveground elements” to
deliver items, parcels or containers.78 With technology
becoming more advanced, accompanying infrastructure
upgrades are now on the table and require new
regulatory frameworks from governing bodies.
Inside the home, brands are experimenting with IoT
to initiate new touchpoints and moments. We see the
emergence of Contextualised Commerce, where smart
devices and appliances create new interactive points
of sales in every room. In the living room, connected
TVs can make the most of impulse purchase. The
manufacturer LG has partnered with the video commerce
technology specialist TheTake so that owners of its

new smart TVs can easily shop items they see on
screen.79 For brands, this kind of technology, which
uses artificial intelligence to identify and tag products
in movies and series, could improve how they measure
the return on investment of product placement. On the
creative side, it could also open new opportunities for
product personalisation from retro-style packaging if
the product is placed in a movie set in the 80’s, to a
limited edition of an item tailored to what’s happening
on screen (e.g. sports victory). In the bedroom, smart
mirrors can recommend the most relevant cosmetics.
For instance, HiMirror lets users track the effectiveness
of skincare products on their face, gives them access
to each product allergen ranking, and provides them
with recommendations for products they can then shop
directly.80 In the home office, automated replenishment
can enable people to maintain their stock of supplies.
For example, some HP printers can monitor levels
of ink cartridges and order new ones as necessary
through the Amazon Dash Replenishment service.81
As these new home-based points of sales build upon
user experience to tailor recommendations, they
could potentially dictate consumer brand loyalties
in the future. Additionally, a large number of athome connected devices are compatible with virtual
assistants, such as Google Assistant and Amazon
Alexa, and respond to voice commands. As a result,
voice habits are increasingly ingrained in many paths
to purchase, either indirectly (e.g., adding an item
to a grocery list) or directly (e.g., checking out or
reordering a product). It is therefore not surprising
that spend on voice shopping is anticipated to be
worth $40 billion by 2022 in the U.S. alone.82

Technology is the main driver in reducing friction in
consumer journeys. As the home (and surrounding
area) becomes smarter, integrated commerce
experiences will win customers. Brands will need
to create engaging individual shopping journeys
that make the most of the new home touchpoints,
leveraging content, convenience and discoverability.

Image Source
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DRONE DELIVERY IS ALREADY HERE
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ONLINE SHOPPING EXPERIENCES GET
MORE INTERACTIVE

For a long time, drone delivery has been
seen as a concept straight from sciencefiction novelists’ imaginations. Yet, this space
is moving fast and already operational.

To support their online growth, brands are
increasingly trying to replicate the in-store
shopping experience and combine it with
the convenience of shopping at home.

Wing is the subsidiary of Alphabet Inc.
aiming to build a safe, fast, cost-effective and
environment-friendly system to transport
goods via drones. In Helsinki, Finland, the
company is delivering meals and snacks.83

Walmart and eko (a developer of
interactive video technology) have created
the Walmart Toy Lab, a platform that
takes the toy catalogue experience to
the next level of interactivity. From their
tablet or computer, kids can discover
and play with toys before adding
their favourite ones to their wish lists.
The Walmart Toy Lab combines fun
entertainment for kids and convenience
for parents who dread shopping for gifts
in store during the Holiday season.87

In Canberra, Australia, Wing carries household
essentials.84 In Christiansburg, Virginia, U.S.,
qualified FedEx recipients may have their
parcels delivered via Wing’s drones.85
Image Source
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SMART FRIDGES SIMPLIFY
GROCERY SHOPPING

Connected devices can help homes be
more resource efficient. However, not
everyone is ready to spend large sums on
new smart appliances or willing to part
with functioning “dumb” appliances.
The FridgeCam by SmarterTM is a wireless
camera that can be added in any fridge.86
Every time the fridge door is closed, the
camera sends a picture of the shelves
to its companion app. Products can
be organised in grocery lists and users
can keep track of expiry dates so that
items don’t go bad. With FridgeCam,
people know exactly what is in their
fridge when shopping in store or see
their Amazon Fresh cart automatically
updated for easy replenishment.
Image Source

STOREFRONTS EMBRACE
VIRTUAL REALITY

In industries such as luxury goods where
experience is essential, shoppers may
prefer to wander between boutique
alleys and display cases than browsing
through online product descriptions.
Virtual reality can bring the
best of both worlds.
In South Korea, Hyundai Department
Store replicated the Mont Blanc boutique
in its Pangyo mall in virtual reality.88
By connecting their smartphones to
VR devices, shoppers could navigate
within the store, access 360-degree
views of items and ultimately
purchase Mont Blanc products.
Image Source
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HOME
INFLUENCERS
Social platforms have opened a very public two-way
conversation between brands and consumers. For
brands, these channels are the quickest way to reach
their audiences without intermediaries. They are
also the most natural way to intertwine brands with
cultural, political and social discussions happening at
any moment. For consumers, social platforms are an
easy way to interact with the brands and keep them in
check. According to research by Sprout Social, 45% of
respondents have already reached out to a company
on social89 and 55% have called out brands on social to
get a resolution or response.90 Yet, social platforms are
today much more than an enhanced customer service
conduit, they have become a fully-fledged commerce
channel, particularly helpful for at-home shopping.

In Asia, many consumers are already purchasing within
social channels and we believe this trend will continue. In
China alone, we expect close to four out of ten people to
be social buyers by 2023.91 Although Western platforms
have been trailing behind in the social commerce
space, over the last 18 months they have considerably
strengthened their capabilities to support end-to-end
social shopping experiences. Instagram introduced
Checkout,92 enabling customers to conveniently pay,
get delivery notices and save their contact information
for future purchases directly within the platform. Since
then, the platform announced it is testing the ability
for businesses to run their existing shopping posts
as ads.93 Snapchat has also been experimenting with
native checkout for some high-profile influencers.94
By bridging inspiration and transaction without ever
leaving the social platform, these features enable a
seamless shopping experience. We anticipate a boom
in social commerce experiences in future years.
According to the adage, everything old is new again
– and e-commerce is no exception. The well-known
mechanisms of traditional TV shopping channels (e.g.,
creating a sense of urgency and exclusivity) have found
a new home online, with livestreaming and virtual
drops turning into the new battlegrounds for exciting
younger generations. Once again, Asia leads the world.
The gross merchandise volume driven by Taobao Live
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MONTHLY EXCLUSIVES KEEP THE
EXCITEMENT INTACT
(Alibaba Group’s livestreaming channel) has grown
by about 150% a year for three years straight, and the
company plans to host livestreaming sessions from
300,000 merchants per day in 2020.95 Influencers are
a cornerstone of the live shopping success. In China,
superhosts grow brands’ heat and sales: Austin Li
Jiaqi, known as the Lipstick Brother, reportedly sold
15,000 lipsticks within 15 minutes,96 and Dong Mingzhu,
Chairwoman of Gree Electric, sold more than $42
million of home appliances in one three-hour livestream
on video platform Kuaishou.97 Amazon is also betting
big on influencers, recruiting celebrities such as Taylor
Swift for its annual Prime Day event98 and adding
livestreaming to its Amazon Influencer Program.99
Although high-reach livestreaming, unboxing videos and
brand collaborations command huge followings online,
the most interesting influencer trend may be happening
at the one-on-one scale. We’ve seen an increasing
number of brands experimenting with connecting
customers at home with their in-store sales assistants.
For instance, the technology of the conversational
specialist HERO® enables in-store associates to see in
real-time what products people are browsing on the
brand website and to answer any questions ranging
from availability to complementary items to personal
advice. Customers are connected to associates from
the nearest store, and online sales are attributed to the
store associate.100 In the midst of the pandemic, this
type of solution can help brands offer new perspectives
to their staff. We believe these local individual
connections will grow exponentially in the future.

Social platforms are extending their reach into
commerce journeys to create seamless customer
interactions. As the nature of influence is changing,
brands need to deeply understand the channels
and partnerships that make the most sense to
their customers. Designing new engaging and
real-time experiences for customers at home
will be essential to grow customer loyalty.

In an era of perpetual thumb-scrolling
through feeds, it can be hard for marketers
to maintain steady enthusiasm around
their brands on social platforms.
Burberry has found an answer to this
challenge through its B Series. On the 17th of
every month, Burberry releases exclusive and
limited-edition pieces curated by Riccardo
Tisci, the brand’s Chief Creative Officer, on
social platforms such as Instagram in the U.S.
and WeChat in China.101 The products can only
be shopped within a 24-hour window, creating
urgency and reinforcing a sense of community
around the brand, while supporting sales.
Image Source

VIRTUAL UNBOXING, REAL IMPACT
ACROSS SOCIAL PLATFORMS
As soon as new popular products
launch, unboxing and first impression
videos abound online, registering
millions of views in just a few days.
For the launch of its Deerupt shoe, adidas
capitalised on the success of unboxing videos
amongst sneakers enthusiasts - with a unique
twist. In order for a maximum of people to enjoy
the unboxing experience of the new model, the
brand created an online website where users
could manipulate a virtual Deerupt through
augmented reality. Empty shoe boxes were also
sent to famous sneakers influencers to seed
the experience. The campaign reportedly drove
more than 110 million views across the world.102
Image Source
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SOCIAL TRANSFORMS FASHION CODES

For many people looking to express
their style, social platforms have
become the destination of choice.
Online, blended realities emerge
and redefine social identities.
The Scandinavian retail brand Carlings
has created The Last Statement T-shirt.103
The T-shirt, in appearance mostly blank,
features a graphical logo. By pointing a
smartphone camera at this logo, users can
activate an Instagram filter with multiple
designs to digitally superimpose on the
T-shirt. While the physical T-shirt stays
the same, its digital version changes
with the mood of customers, who can
thus express different styles online.
Image Source

PERSONALISED ADVICE
FROM EXPERTS, AT HOME
When shopping online, the absence of
physical contact with the product or inperson exchange with a sales assistant
can make people reluctant to proceed.
New integrations of technology aim to
reassure and better assist shoppers.
The beauty brand DECIEM offers live
virtual consultation service to their website
visitors. Through a widget available
across the product pages, customers can
engage with a DECIEM ambassador from
their local store via video, text or phone
chat to talk about a specific product,
their regimen or general skin care advice
– with no purchase commitment.104
Image Source
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WHAT BRANDS
CAN DO TODAY
Commerce is probably the most exciting yet complex
space for marketers to navigate at the moment.
Innovative models are surfacing, new players are
emerging, consumers’ expectations are rising and the
pandemic is testing the resilience of both stores and
e-commerce. While online commerce makes it easy for
consumers to order from the comfort of their homes,
growing online sales to be both profitable on the short
term and viable in the long term can be challenging,
especially for brands playing catch up and who don’t
have experts among their ranks. We recommend three
considerations for marketers seeking to make the most
of the commerce opportunity today and tomorrow.

NEW FORMS OF OWNERSHIP EMERGE.
There is a change at play is the nature of ownership,
either desired by consumers or imposed on them.
For brands, it has never been easier to test new
commerce and ownership models on an exclusive
or limited scale. Experimenting is the best way to
influence behaviours, take the lead, and ultimately
avoid following a future shaped by competitors.
•

EVERYWHERE COMMERCE IS THE NEW NORM.
With every screen and voice-activated device
across the home embedding shopping options,
each interaction with connected objects will turn
into a potential sale opportunity for brands.
•

Understand the consumption patterns of your
customers, not only within your competitive
landscape, but across their entire daily habits.
This can inform you about their willingness
and readiness to try new ownership models.
•

•

Explore the viability of a subscription or rent
model for your organisation (e.g., impact on
revenue management). Partnering with a
brand offering a complementary service to
yours can be a way to test the waters.
•

•

Look beyond acquisition. With the rise of
subscriptions, the value of customers after the
initial transaction takes a renewed importance.
Considering customer lifetime value and churn
metrics into the development of the acquisition
strategy can help focus user-acquisition
efforts on the most promising prospects.

WHAT BRANDS CAN DO TODAY

Establish an honest picture of your commerce
capabilities. Models such as our Commerce
Success Framework can help you assess your
strategy across four key areas (Availability,
Findability, Buyability, Repeatability) and
prioritise the key actions necessary to build
or maintain a robust commerce presence.
Experiment with new shopping environments
to build your own learning curve. Developing
a convincing and effective voice presence will
be the fruit of multiple trials and iterations.
Get a head start over your competition.
Reevaluate your departments’ objectives, metrics
and organisation. In an age where TV commercials
can simultaneously boost GRPs and be shoppable,
the boundary between brand marketing and
performance marketing will be increasingly
blurred. Anticipate organisational change to
maximise efficiency and agility tomorrow.

SOCIAL CREATES SEAMLESS CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCES.
Social platforms are turning into true shopping
environments, wherein consumers can be inspired,
purchase and interact with customer support.
Brands need to master the unique codes of these
new forms of influence to fuel their growth.
•

Ensure you are positioned to make the most of
platforms’ shopping features. Begin with properly
structuring and optimising your product data
and feeds so that the information dynamically
displayed in social publications and ads is
accurate and up-to-date. By reducing friction,
you augment your chances to be shopped.

•

Consider livestreaming to build awareness,
promote consideration and boost your sales.
This channel presents an opportunity to be seen
in a more personal light by featuring product
experts such as designers or engineers.

•

Recognise the importance of one-on-one and
local influences. Reevaluate the weight of local
consumer engagements in your marketing
strategy, don’t overlook hyperlocal social
platforms, and if you have stores, use technology
to connect your customers with local sales
advisers to strengthen your relationship.

WHAT BRANDS CAN DO TODAY

The home is in the midst of a deep transformation that was
underway well before the COVID-19 pandemic. Yet, the crisis has
underscored our rediscovery of the home’s central role in our
daily lives today and our growing reliance on it in the future.
•

•

As we question the sustainability of what we consume and
possess, brands will be under pressure to offer carbonpositive solutions and new models of ownership.
As we access truly immersive experiences and nearly unlimited
entertainment options at home, brands will have to be content-rich,
interactive and experience-led to build long lasting connections.

•

As more technology enters our polymorphic homes, products
and services will have to be increasingly connected, multifunctional, on-demand and self-evolving to earn their place.

•

As we look for inspiring yet convenient at-home shopping
options, brands will need to create compelling commerce
experiences that facilitate online transactions no matter
where consumers are when they decide to buy.

•

As an increasing number of our day-to-day activities
at home are becoming socialised, brands will have to
make the most of personalisation, communities, and
social spaces to add to these conversations.

Some brands are already well-versed in the home space, and will look to
reinforce their positions by experimenting with cutting-edge innovations.
Most have launched diverse initiatives directly or indirectly connected
to the home, and now look to structure their strategies to unlock the
full potential of the home opportunity. For other brands, home is still
uncharted territory and they need to determine where to start.
No matter where your brand sits, success in the home space will be
dictated by the same rules. Organisations will need a deep consumer
understanding to identify under-served needs at home and create
new sources of value. Stakeholders will have to adopt genuine
collaboration, as the home challenge is far too complex to be the
sole responsibility of a single department. Brands will need to accept
and adopt agility, as the home space is in perpetual movement.
The brands who adopt these principles will be the
best positioned to win in the home space.
THE FUTURE OF HOME IS HERE.
VIZEUM IS READY TO HELP YOU EMBRACE IT.
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